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Back issue No. 126 contains: Basic cheese making; a guide to buying silver and gold; finding
wealth you can wear at yard sales; cold weather shooting considerations; life-saving snowshoes;
John Silveira discusses how we can escape from the current recession; installing a steel roof;
Richard Blunt discusses the history and cooking of fried foods; making a hand-built rope bed;
using Khaki Campbell ducks as egg layers; how to give a haircut; making homemade gift
baskets; and how cops get themselves out of a recession by giving out excessive traffic tickets.
Plus, Jackie Clay answers questions about using dried tomato powder, tomato pickles, trouble
with Rutgers tomatoes, GM seed, Yukon Gold potatoes, hollow potatoes, making lye soap,
waterless canning, salty goat milk, the fall pea crop, old pinto beans, powdered milk, wood
beetles, and canning milk.
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Silveira]CreditsBasic cheese makingBy Patrice LewisOkay, here’s the good news: you’re milking
your own cow. Congratulations! Here’s the bad news: now you have more milk than you know
what to do with. Sound familiar?For years I milked Dexter cows. Dexters are a small dual-
purpose (milk and meat) Irish breed. Since I always kept the calves on the mothers and milked
just once a day (see “Once a day milking,” Issue #99) I only got between one-half and one gallon
of milk a day, and usually less. This gave us plenty of milk for fresh drinking and the occasional
foray into yogurt, but that was about it.Then one day I went to visit a friend who had a Jersey
cow. Something unusual was sitting on a rack on her kitchen counter—a yellowish round blobby
thing. “What’s that?” I asked.“Cheddar cheese,” she said. “I just took it out of the press this
morning and it’s drying.”I was stunned. Cheese? As in, homemade? You can do that? And my
friend was so casual about it, as if it were an ordinary everyday process!Right then and there I
decided I wanted to learn how to make cheese. But I didn’t have enough milk—or
knowledge.There was another reason behind my interest. It seems to me sad…no, more than
sad, dangerous … that most of the basic life and survival skills mankind has honed over the past
5000 years have virtually disappeared in only a few generations of easy living. Zip, zilch, nada,
gone. If just about any single one of us were plopped down in the middle of the howling
wilderness with nothing but a few basic tools, most of us would die a lingering and unpleasant
death.So making cheese is just a modest attempt to recapture a pioneering skill that has largely
been lost.Shortly thereafter, our next-door neighbors got a Jersey cow. Their sudden plunge into
twice-a-day milking was a bit much, so they asked if I would be interested in milking their Jersey
twice a week in exchange for the milk. I also milked during any of their out-of-town
excursions.Suddenly I was swimming in milk—here was my chance to make cheese!Trouble
was, I didn’t have a cheese press. Presses are expensive—they can range into the hundreds of
dollars—and we don’t have that kind of money lying around. So I decided to start with a common
cheese that doesn’t require pressing (or aging): mozzarella.Turns out I chose one of the more



complex cheeses. But hey, ignorance was bliss.So I tried making mozzarella. I flubbed it. And
goofed it. And produced grotesque results. And made blobs. And made more blobs. It wouldn’t
stretch. It wouldn’t become elastic. It just wouldn’t cooperate, dammit!Thankfully our neighbor’s
Jersey continued to produce milk, and I continued my attempts to learn how to make
mozzarella.My recipes came from the internet, and my successes were marginal at best. Then I
bit the bullet and purchased the book Home Cheese Making, which gave me consistency and a
much higher success rate.The book is written by Ricki Carroll, who started the New England
Cheesemaking Supply Company (). I always ordered my yogurt cultures from them (hint: use
Bulgarian starter since it can be re-cultured indefinitely), and I was able to order the cheese
cultures I needed (mesophilic for cheddar, thermophilic for mozzarella) as well as rennet, lipase,
citric acid, forms, etc.Making mozzarella, I was pleased to learn, has a number of basic steps
common to most cheeses. With the guidance of the recipe “Mozzarella with farm-fresh cow’s
milk” (pg. 136), I finally succeeded in making a delicious mozzarella. I was so proud! I overdid
the homemade pizzas that first month as I made batch after batch of mozzarella.It was about this
time I realized we should probably get our own Jersey cow. I was using up all the milk from our
neighbor’s cow-sharing, and my success with mozzarella awakened a lust to conquer other
cheeses. In November 2008 we visited a commercial dairy and brought home Matilda, a six-
year-old Jersey with a pendulous udder.Like our neighbors, I was suddenly plunged into a harsh
twice-a-day milking schedule. Actually, it was a three-times-a-day schedule at first, since that
was the schedule Matilda was used to. I was also fighting some horrible scabs on her teats
which had prevented the dairy from using a milking machine on her (the reason she was sold).
The scabs made for tremendously difficult milking—try squeezing teats whose holes are
covered with scabs—and this led a mild case of mastitis to blossom into a nightmare disease
that eventually killed one of her quarters. (It also led to carpel tunnel syndrome on me.) What fun!
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Sound familiar?For years I milked Dexter cows. Dexters are a small dual-purpose (milk and
meat) Irish breed. Since I always kept the calves on the mothers and milked just once a day (see
“Once a day milking,” Issue #99) I only got between one-half and one gallon of milk a day, and
usually less. This gave us plenty of milk for fresh drinking and the occasional foray into yogurt,
but that was about it.Then one day I went to visit a friend who had a Jersey cow. Something
unusual was sitting on a rack on her kitchen counter—a yellowish round blobby thing. “What’s
that?” I asked.“Cheddar cheese,” she said. “I just took it out of the press this morning and it’s
drying.”I was stunned. Cheese? As in, homemade? You can do that? And my friend was so
casual about it, as if it were an ordinary everyday process!Right then and there I decided I
wanted to learn how to make cheese. But I didn’t have enough milk—or knowledge.There was
another reason behind my interest. It seems to me sad…no, more than sad, dangerous … that
most of the basic life and survival skills mankind has honed over the past 5000 years have
virtually disappeared in only a few generations of easy living. Zip, zilch, nada, gone. If just about
any single one of us were plopped down in the middle of the howling wilderness with nothing but
a few basic tools, most of us would die a lingering and unpleasant death.So making cheese is
just a modest attempt to recapture a pioneering skill that has largely been lost.Shortly thereafter,
our next-door neighbors got a Jersey cow. Their sudden plunge into twice-a-day milking was a
bit much, so they asked if I would be interested in milking their Jersey twice a week in exchange
for the milk. I also milked during any of their out-of-town excursions.Suddenly I was swimming in
milk—here was my chance to make cheese!Trouble was, I didn’t have a cheese press. Presses
are expensive—they can range into the hundreds of dollars—and we don’t have that kind of
money lying around. So I decided to start with a common cheese that doesn’t require pressing
(or aging): mozzarella.Turns out I chose one of the more complex cheeses. But hey, ignorance
was bliss.So I tried making mozzarella. I flubbed it. And goofed it. And produced grotesque
results. And made blobs. And made more blobs. It wouldn’t stretch. It wouldn’t become elastic. It
just wouldn’t cooperate, dammit!Thankfully our neighbor’s Jersey continued to produce milk,
and I continued my attempts to learn how to make mozzarella.My recipes came from the
internet, and my successes were marginal at best. Then I bit the bullet and purchased the book
Home Cheese Making, which gave me consistency and a much higher success rate.The book is
written by Ricki Carroll, who started the New England Cheesemaking Supply Company (). I
always ordered my yogurt cultures from them (hint: use Bulgarian starter since it can be re-
cultured indefinitely), and I was able to order the cheese cultures I needed (mesophilic for
cheddar, thermophilic for mozzarella) as well as rennet, lipase, citric acid, forms, etc.Making
mozzarella, I was pleased to learn, has a number of basic steps common to most cheeses. With
the guidance of the recipe “Mozzarella with farm-fresh cow’s milk” (pg. 136), I finally succeeded
in making a delicious mozzarella. I was so proud! I overdid the homemade pizzas that first month
as I made batch after batch of mozzarella.It was about this time I realized we should probably
get our own Jersey cow. I was using up all the milk from our neighbor’s cow-sharing, and my
success with mozzarella awakened a lust to conquer other cheeses. In November 2008 we



visited a commercial dairy and brought home Matilda, a six-year-old Jersey with a pendulous
udder.Like our neighbors, I was suddenly plunged into a harsh twice-a-day milking schedule.
Actually, it was a three-times-a-day schedule at first, since that was the schedule Matilda was
used to. I was also fighting some horrible scabs on her teats which had prevented the dairy from
using a milking machine on her (the reason she was sold). The scabs made for tremendously
difficult milking—try squeezing teats whose holes are covered with scabs—and this led a mild
case of mastitis to blossom into a nightmare disease that eventually killed one of her quarters. (It
also led to carpel tunnel syndrome on me.) What fun!

Basic cheese making [By Patrice Lewis]A guide to buying silver and gold [Thomas M.
Buckley]Finding wealth you can wear at yard sales [By Thomas M. Buckley]Seven tips for
choosing the right home safe [By Kentin F. Waits]Ayoob on Firearms: Cold weather shooting
considerations [By Massad Ayoob]Life-saving snowshoes [By Len McDougallAsk Jackie [By
Jackie Clay]The Gee Whiz page [By O. E. MacDougal]Think of it this way: How deep can this
recession get? How do we escape from it? [By John Silveira]Installing a steel roof [By Norman
Bennett]Fried foods [By Richard Blunt]Sleep tight: a hand-built rope bed [By Kai Moessle]Khaki
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of the world [By John Silveira]Homemade gift baskets [By Linda Gabris]Making a living: Darrel
Stone [By Sylvia Gist]Letters [By BHM Subscribers]Editor's Note [By Annie Tuttle]The Last
Word: Don't let crooked politicians hijack the Tea Party movement [By John Silveira]CreditsBasic
cheese makingBy Patrice LewisOkay, here’s the good news: you’re milking your own cow.
Congratulations! Here’s the bad news: now you have more milk than you know what to do with.
Sound familiar?For years I milked Dexter cows. Dexters are a small dual-purpose (milk and
meat) Irish breed. Since I always kept the calves on the mothers and milked just once a day (see
“Once a day milking,” Issue #99) I only got between one-half and one gallon of milk a day, and
usually less. This gave us plenty of milk for fresh drinking and the occasional foray into yogurt,
but that was about it.Then one day I went to visit a friend who had a Jersey cow. Something
unusual was sitting on a rack on her kitchen counter—a yellowish round blobby thing. “What’s
that?” I asked.“Cheddar cheese,” she said. “I just took it out of the press this morning and it’s
drying.”I was stunned. Cheese? As in, homemade? You can do that? And my friend was so
casual about it, as if it were an ordinary everyday process!Right then and there I decided I
wanted to learn how to make cheese. But I didn’t have enough milk—or knowledge.There was
another reason behind my interest. It seems to me sad…no, more than sad, dangerous … that
most of the basic life and survival skills mankind has honed over the past 5000 years have
virtually disappeared in only a few generations of easy living. Zip, zilch, nada, gone. If just about
any single one of us were plopped down in the middle of the howling wilderness with nothing but
a few basic tools, most of us would die a lingering and unpleasant death.So making cheese is
just a modest attempt to recapture a pioneering skill that has largely been lost.Shortly thereafter,



our next-door neighbors got a Jersey cow. Their sudden plunge into twice-a-day milking was a
bit much, so they asked if I would be interested in milking their Jersey twice a week in exchange
for the milk. I also milked during any of their out-of-town excursions.Suddenly I was swimming in
milk—here was my chance to make cheese!Trouble was, I didn’t have a cheese press. Presses
are expensive—they can range into the hundreds of dollars—and we don’t have that kind of
money lying around. So I decided to start with a common cheese that doesn’t require pressing
(or aging): mozzarella.Turns out I chose one of the more complex cheeses. But hey, ignorance
was bliss.So I tried making mozzarella. I flubbed it. And goofed it. And produced grotesque
results. And made blobs. And made more blobs. It wouldn’t stretch. It wouldn’t become elastic. It
just wouldn’t cooperate, dammit!Thankfully our neighbor’s Jersey continued to produce milk,
and I continued my attempts to learn how to make mozzarella.My recipes came from the
internet, and my successes were marginal at best. Then I bit the bullet and purchased the book
Home Cheese Making, which gave me consistency and a much higher success rate.The book is
written by Ricki Carroll, who started the New England Cheesemaking Supply Company (). I
always ordered my yogurt cultures from them (hint: use Bulgarian starter since it can be re-
cultured indefinitely), and I was able to order the cheese cultures I needed (mesophilic for
cheddar, thermophilic for mozzarella) as well as rennet, lipase, citric acid, forms, etc.Making
mozzarella, I was pleased to learn, has a number of basic steps common to most cheeses. With
the guidance of the recipe “Mozzarella with farm-fresh cow’s milk” (pg. 136), I finally succeeded
in making a delicious mozzarella. I was so proud! I overdid the homemade pizzas that first month
as I made batch after batch of mozzarella.It was about this time I realized we should probably
get our own Jersey cow. I was using up all the milk from our neighbor’s cow-sharing, and my
success with mozzarella awakened a lust to conquer other cheeses. In November 2008 we
visited a commercial dairy and brought home Matilda, a six-year-old Jersey with a pendulous
udder.Like our neighbors, I was suddenly plunged into a harsh twice-a-day milking schedule.
Actually, it was a three-times-a-day schedule at first, since that was the schedule Matilda was
used to. I was also fighting some horrible scabs on her teats which had prevented the dairy from
using a milking machine on her (the reason she was sold). The scabs made for tremendously
difficult milking—try squeezing teats whose holes are covered with scabs—and this led a mild
case of mastitis to blossom into a nightmare disease that eventually killed one of her quarters. (It
also led to carpel tunnel syndrome on me.) What fun!So my introduction to poor Matilda was
stressful to say the least. Yet I love this cow—love her like crazy. She’s docile and sweet and she
put up with hobbles and intramammary injections and intramuscular shots and all sorts of other
indignities with a minimum of fuss. She adores me and licks me with her sandpaper tongue and
follows me like a puppy.And she gave milk. Oh my, how she gave milk. Remember the old adage
to be careful what you wish for? Well, I started getting between two and five gallons every day. It
was either make cheese or throw it away.So I made cheese.Since I couldn’t keep making just
mozzarella, I wanted to conquer cheddar, our favorite cheese. Trouble was, we still didn’t have a
cheese press.Then one day my husband was leafing through the New England Cheesemaking



Supply Company’s small catalog. “Here we go!” he suddenly exclaimed. “They sell plans for a
lever-arm cheese press for $5!”“Five dollars is a whole lot cheaper than $250,” I agreed. “Should
I order the plans?”My woodworking husband stared at me like I was crazy. “Plans?” he barked. “I
don’t need no stinkin’ plans!” He disappeared into his workshop and emerged two hours later
with a lever-arm cheese press. Man, I love this guy.So now I was free to conquer cheddar…a
process, I was thrilled to discover (now that I had some experience) that is much easier than
mozzarella.The other cheese I wanted to learn was cream cheese. Most of the recipes I found
online were for a goopy sludge suitable only for smearing on bread (yuck). I wanted something I
could bake with—something firm like you buy in the grocery store. Once again, Home Cheese
Making provided the answer. I used the recipe for cooked-curd cream cheese (pg. 85), which
makes a product far superior to the grocery store cream cheese and is wonderful for desserts
(such as peanut butter pie or cheesecake).Making cheese takes patience. You can’t hurry the
steps; you can’t rush the temperature. It’s not that there’s a lot to do, but it requires a lot of
babysitting: flipping, stirring, temperature monitoring, that kind of thing. Choose days when you
plan to be home and make cheese on those days.So, after all this introduction, how do you
make cheese? With the kind permission of Ricki Carroll to reproduce the recipes found in her
book, here are the basics. I will add that I have no experience making cheese with goat’s milk,
just cow’s milk.The basic equipment• Two-gallon and three-gallon metal pots, nested inside
each other to act as a double boiler. The reason for this is because most large pots are thin and
will burn the milk (even at the lowest temperature). Double boiler pots also allow you to take the
inner pot out if you need to cool something rapidly.• Colander, the larger the better. I do not
recommend the fine-mesh style because melting cheese will ooze through the mesh and it’s
impossible to clean. Instead, use the metal kind with holes.• Thermometer. I use the type that
can clip to the top of the pot.• Kitchen timer. I like the kind I can clip to my collar so I can walk
around with it.• Pillowcase. I have two pillowcases dedicated to cheesemaking. I prefer thin
fabric instead of thick fabrics because it drains better.• Squares of old sheeting, about 18" or 24"
along the sides. As an aside, I seriously hate cheesecloth. It’s the most awkward twisty tangling
nonsense imaginable. All your cheesemaking needs can be filled by using clean old pillowcases
and 24" squares of old thin clean sheets. Cheaper, too. And reusable.• Form and follower. These
are used for pressed cheeses. A form is a tough polypropylene mold into which you place the
curds prior to pressing, and the follower is placed on top to squeeze the whey out while pressing.
New England Cheesemaking Supply sells two sizes: one which holds two pounds and one
which holds ten pounds. I use a two-pound size (item #M3). Don’t do as I originally tried to do
and make a form out of a #10 tin can and a homemade wooden follower—the tin and wood
seems to affect how the cheese turns out.• Cheese press.• Cheese wax. Don’t use paraffin—it
cracks and allows mold to grow. This is an instance where you should buckle down and
purchase proper cheese wax. The nice thing is it can be carefully peeled and removed from the
cheese after ripening, and re-used.MozzarellaMozzarella, Step 1: Dissolve ¼ teaspoon lipase
powder in ¼ cup cool water.Ingredients:2 gallons fresh milk1½ tsp. citric acid (try your local



health food store)¼ tsp. lipase powder (enhances the flavor of mozzarella)4 oz. thermophilic
starter (If you purchase thermophilic culture, you can re-culture the starter over and over. I
culture my starter and freeze it in ice cube trays, so 4 ounces of starter is about 4 cubes.)½ tsp.
rennet (I prefer liquid animal rennet.)¼ cup cool water2 lbs. salt (While cheesemaking salt is
available, I just use plain non-iodized salt from the grocery store—it’s a lot cheaper.)1 gallon cold
water for brineIn Ricki’s recipe for mozzarella, she recommends pH paper to test for the acidity
of the cheese (without sufficient acidity, the cheese will not stretch). I don’t like hassling with pH
paper so I just add citric acid at the beginning of the process and don’t worry about the acidity
after that.1. Fill the larger pot with enough water to act as a double boiler, then place the smaller
pot inside. Fill with two gallons of fresh milk. Add 1½ teaspoons of citric acid and stir thoroughly.
Put the milk on the lowest temperature setting on your stove and heat it slowly to 90° F.
Meanwhile, mix ¼ teaspoon lipase powder into ¼ cup cool water and let it sit.Mozzarella, Step 2:
Add the dissolved lipase and three or four frozen cubes of thermophilic starter to the milk once it
hits 90 degrees, then stir until melted.On my stove, two gallons of milk takes about 30 minutes to
heat to 90° F. Since it’s important not to shoot over 90° F, I set the kitchen timer for 25 minutes,
stir the milk (to more accurately determine the temperature), then keep an eye on it until it hits
90° F.2. Once the milk hits 90° F, add the frozen thermophilic starter cubes and dissolved lipase
powder. Stir until the cubes melt. Cover and let ripen for 30 minutes.Mozzarella, Step 3: Add ½
teaspoon rennet to ¼ cup cool water, then add to milk.3. Mix ½ teaspoon rennet with ¼ cup cool
water and pour into the milk. (I have a bad habit of forgetting to first mix the rennet with water and
just add the rennet directly to the warm milk. This is not recommended because rennet is
destroyed by warmth. Therefore it’s essential to dilute it in cool water.) Mix thoroughly—extra
thoroughly—with both up and down movements in addition to stirring round and round. Cover
and let set for 75 minutes. Do not stir during this time, as the milk is setting into curds.4. Cut the
curds. Take the longest, thinnest kitchen knife you have and gently slice in a criss-cross or
checked pattern into 3⁄8-inch cubes. Then slice at an angle in a checked pattern. The idea is to
cut this big ol’ pot of curds into the smallest cubes possible. It won’t be perfect, but don’t worry
about it. Do not stir. Once the curd is cut, let it rest for 20 minutes.5. You will see whey (a
yellowish liquid) floating on the surface. Slowly heat the curds to 100° F, raising the temperature
no more than two degrees every five minutes. To me, this was one of the trickiest parts because
even at my lowest stove setting, the curds heated too quickly. I learned to use my kitchen timer
and turn the heat on to low for a few minutes, then off for a few minutes, on then off, etc., to get
the needed slow heating. The reason I use the timer is because if I forget to turn off the heat after
a couple minutes, I way overshoot the temperature and my cheese is ruined.Gently stir the curds
during this process. As they heat, the curds will slowly shrink and become firmer. Once they
have reached 100° F, let them set, undisturbed, for five minutes.Mozzarella, Step 4: Using a
long, thin kitchen knife, slice the curds in a criss-cross pattern to make about ½-inch checks,
then again at an angle.6. Drain the whey from the curds. In theory you do this by pouring the
curds and whey into a colander. In reality you’ll almost immediately overflow the colander and



have curds and whey all over your sink. So this is what I learned to do: line your biggest colander
with a clean old pillowcase. Pour the curds and whey into the pillowcase—have someone hold
up the sides of the pillowcase if need be—and let the whey drain out. Don’t squeeze!Mozzarella,
Step 6: Line a colander with a clean pillowcase, then pour the curds and whey into the
pillowcase and allow to drain.Once the bulk of the whey is drained, I put the colander with the
curd-filled pillowcase back inside the larger pot, cover it (to keep the temperature warm), and let
it keep draining for about fifteen minutes.7. Remove the colander and curds and pour the
drained whey out of the pot. Replace the smaller pot inside the three-gallon pot and dump the
curds out of the pillowcase into the smaller pot. Take your thermometer and check the
temperature of the curds. Your target temperature is 102° F. You’ll need to turn the heat on and
off to keep the curds at about this temperature. Curds at this stage are fairly forgiving of
temperature variations, but aim for about 102° F or so, give or take a couple of degrees.Keep the
curds at this temperature for 2½ hours. Every 20 minutes (use the kitchen timer) drain the whey
and flip the curds over. (Like I said, cheesemaking doesn’t require a lot of work, just a lot of
patience.)Mozzarella, Step 7: Pour the wet curds back into the pot, flipping every 20 minutes
while keeping the curds at 102 degrees.8. Heat a pot of water to 170° F. Don’t let the water get
any hotter, and try not to let it get much cooler than 165° F. While the water is heating, take the
curds out of the pot and slice ’n dice them into about ½-inch cubes. When the water has reached
the right temperature, put the curds into the water. Almost immediately they will start to melt
together. Work the curds with two wooden spoons, pressing the individual cubes into one large,
smooth, elastic mass. The cheese will become shiny and very stretchy. (Think gooey pizza.) Do
not use slotted spoons during this process—the gooey cheese will sloosh between the slots and
make things messier. Good sturdy wooden spoons work better.Continue working the cheese
with the wooden spoons. This presses the whey out of the cheese. The water will become very
cloudy. If the cheese starts to develop small blisters, the water is too hot. This process should
take about five minutes. Try to get all the cheese into one large lump if possible. When the
cheese has a nice elastic stretch, you’re done.Mozzarella, Step 8a: Take the mat of curds out of
the pot and slice into cubes.Mozzarella, Step 8b: Add cubes to the hot water and work the curds
with wooden spoons until you have a large, stretchy mass.9. It’s kind of hard to handle the
cheese because it’s so loose, but do your best to scoop it into a bowl of cold water. You might
have missed some chunks of cheese in all that cloudy water, so keep searching around (here’s
where you’ll want to use a slotted spoon) until everything is out. If I know I have multiple chunks
in addition to the one large mass, I like to scoop the hot cheese into an empty bowl so all the
chunks can sort of meld together, then plop it in cold water to cool and firm.10. If you prefer a
salty cheese, like I do, you’ll need to brine the cheese. This is done by mixing two pounds of non-
iodized salt with one gallon of water. When the salt has dissolved, put the cooled cheese into the
brine and let it soak. The original recipe in the book says to soak it for an hour, but I’ve found this
produces a cheese that is so salty as to be inedible. I prefer to soak my cheese for 30 to 35
minutes before removing it. I’ve also found that if I put the cheese in the fridge overnight rather



than eating it right away, it improves the flavor.CheddarThe basic steps for making cheddar are
the same as mozzarella but the specifics are different. Here’s how to make traditional cheddar
(pg. 108 of Ricki Carroll’s book).Cheddar, Step 9: Cut the curds into 3-inch slices, then cook for
two hours.Ingredients:2 gallons whole milk1 packet direct-set or 4 oz. prepared mesophilic
starter½ tsp. liquid rennet or ½ tablet2 Tbsp. saltcheese wax1. Heat the milk in a double-boiler to
86° F.2. Add the mesophilic starter and mix until the cubes are melted. Cover and let the milk
ripen for 45 minutes.3. Add ½ teaspoon rennet to ¼ cup cool water, and stir into the milk. Be
sure to use an up-and-down stirring motion in addition to round and round. Cover and let set,
undisturbed, for 45 minutes.4. Cut the curds into ¼-inch cubes, using the technique described
with the mozzarella cheese. Allow the curds to rest for five minutes.5. Heat the curds to 100° F,
increasing the temperature no more than two degrees every five minutes. This should take about
30 minutes. Gently stir every few minutes to keep the curds from matting.

Mozzarella, Step 6: Line a colander with a clean pillowcase, then pour the curds and whey into
the pillowcase and allow to drain.Once the bulk of the whey is drained, I put the colander with
the curd-filled pillowcase back inside the larger pot, cover it (to keep the temperature warm), and
let it keep draining for about fifteen minutes.7. Remove the colander and curds and pour the
drained whey out of the pot. Replace the smaller pot inside the three-gallon pot and dump the
curds out of the pillowcase into the smaller pot. Take your thermometer and check the
temperature of the curds. Your target temperature is 102° F. You’ll need to turn the heat on and
off to keep the curds at about this temperature. Curds at this stage are fairly forgiving of
temperature variations, but aim for about 102° F or so, give or take a couple of degrees.Keep the
curds at this temperature for 2½ hours. Every 20 minutes (use the kitchen timer) drain the whey
and flip the curds over. (Like I said, cheesemaking doesn’t require a lot of work, just a lot of
patience.)Mozzarella, Step 7: Pour the wet curds back into the pot, flipping every 20 minutes
while keeping the curds at 102 degrees.8. Heat a pot of water to 170° F. Don’t let the water get
any hotter, and try not to let it get much cooler than 165° F. While the water is heating, take the
curds out of the pot and slice ’n dice them into about ½-inch cubes. When the water has reached
the right temperature, put the curds into the water. Almost immediately they will start to melt
together. Work the curds with two wooden spoons, pressing the individual cubes into one large,
smooth, elastic mass. The cheese will become shiny and very stretchy. (Think gooey pizza.) Do
not use slotted spoons during this process—the gooey cheese will sloosh between the slots and
make things messier. Good sturdy wooden spoons work better.Continue working the cheese
with the wooden spoons. This presses the whey out of the cheese. The water will become very
cloudy. If the cheese starts to develop small blisters, the water is too hot. This process should
take about five minutes. Try to get all the cheese into one large lump if possible. When the
cheese has a nice elastic stretch, you’re done.Mozzarella, Step 8a: Take the mat of curds out of
the pot and slice into cubes.Mozzarella, Step 8b: Add cubes to the hot water and work the curds
with wooden spoons until you have a large, stretchy mass.9. It’s kind of hard to handle the



cheese because it’s so loose, but do your best to scoop it into a bowl of cold water. You might
have missed some chunks of cheese in all that cloudy water, so keep searching around (here’s
where you’ll want to use a slotted spoon) until everything is out. If I know I have multiple chunks
in addition to the one large mass, I like to scoop the hot cheese into an empty bowl so all the
chunks can sort of meld together, then plop it in cold water to cool and firm.10. If you prefer a
salty cheese, like I do, you’ll need to brine the cheese. This is done by mixing two pounds of non-
iodized salt with one gallon of water. When the salt has dissolved, put the cooled cheese into the
brine and let it soak. The original recipe in the book says to soak it for an hour, but I’ve found this
produces a cheese that is so salty as to be inedible. I prefer to soak my cheese for 30 to 35
minutes before removing it. I’ve also found that if I put the cheese in the fridge overnight rather
than eating it right away, it improves the flavor.CheddarThe basic steps for making cheddar are
the same as mozzarella but the specifics are different. Here’s how to make traditional cheddar
(pg. 108 of Ricki Carroll’s book).Cheddar, Step 9: Cut the curds into 3-inch slices, then cook for
two hours.Ingredients:2 gallons whole milk1 packet direct-set or 4 oz. prepared mesophilic
starter½ tsp. liquid rennet or ½ tablet2 Tbsp. saltcheese wax1. Heat the milk in a double-boiler to
86° F.2. Add the mesophilic starter and mix until the cubes are melted. Cover and let the milk
ripen for 45 minutes.3. Add ½ teaspoon rennet to ¼ cup cool water, and stir into the milk. Be
sure to use an up-and-down stirring motion in addition to round and round. Cover and let set,
undisturbed, for 45 minutes.4. Cut the curds into ¼-inch cubes, using the technique described
with the mozzarella cheese. Allow the curds to rest for five minutes.5. Heat the curds to 100° F,
increasing the temperature no more than two degrees every five minutes. This should take about
30 minutes. Gently stir every few minutes to keep the curds from matting.Cheddar, Step 12:
Spoon the curds into the form (squish them in if necessary), then gather up the edges of the
cloth and tuck into the form.6. Once the curds reach 100° F, maintain the temperature and
continue stirring the curds for 30 minutes longer.7. Turn off the heat and allow the curds to set,
undisturbed, for 20 minutes.8. Line a colander with a clean pillowcase (have someone help by
holding up the edges) and pour the curds and whey into the pillowcase. Don’t squeeze out the
whey—let it drain naturally. Once the bulk of the whey is out, put the pillowcase and colander
into (or balanced on top of) the two-gallon pot and let it drain for another 15 minutes. Letting it sit
a little longer (say, 30 minutes) won’t hurt and might help. It depends on how fast it drains.9. Tip
the mass of curds out of the pillowcase onto a cutting board. Cut the curds into three-inch slices.
Empty the smaller pot of any drained whey, then put the sliced curds into the pot and cover.
Maintain the curds at 100° F for two hours, turning every 15 minutes.Cheddar, Step 13: Press
the cheese, gradually increasing the weight over the next day and a half.10. The curd slices
should be tough and have a texture similar to chicken meat. Cut the slices into ¼-inch cubes and
put them back into the covered pot. Remember, the temperature should be maintained at 100° F.
Stir the curds with your fingers every ten minutes for 30 minutes. Do not squeeze the curds;
merely stir to keep them from matting.11. Add the salt and stir gently to dissolve.Cheddar, Step
16: Remove the cheese from the form and unwrap the cloth, then allow to air dry for three to five



days on a rack.12. Line the cheese form with a square of old sheeting (or use cheesecloth if
you’re a sadist) and spoon the curds into the form. It always seems as if I have more curds than
will fit in the form, so don’t be afraid to push down in order to stuff as many curds as possible into
the form. Fold the excess cloth over the top of the curds and fit the follower on top.13. Press the
curds at 10 pounds pressure for 15 minutes.14. Lift off the weight and the follower, flip the form
(with the curds) upside down, replace the follower, and press at 40 pounds pressure for 12
hours.Cheddar, Step 17: Wax the cheese and allow to age approximately 2½ months for
medium-sharp cheddar, less for milder cheese.15. Lift off the weight and the follower, flip the
form upside down, replace the follower, and press at 50 pounds pressure for 24 hours.16.
Remove the cheese from the form and remove the cloth. Air-dry at room temperature for 2 to 5
days or until it is dry to the touch. I like to keep the cheese on a wire rack so it dries on all
sides.17. Melt the cheese wax. I keep my wax in an old #10 tin can and place it on a rack in a pot
of hot water on the stove to melt. It takes awhile to melt so be patient. Apparently the wax vapors
are flammable, so make sure your stove is well-ventilated (use a hood fan if you have one).
Cheese wax is used to keep the cheese from drying, and to slow the growth of mold while it
ages.To wax the cheese, you can either hold the cheese and dip half at a time into the wax, or
use a brush to brush the wax on. I prefer dipping to brushing, though I use a brush to hit any
spots I miss. Because of the cloth used during the pressing process, the exterior of your cheese
will be grooved and fissured from the folds of cloth. Using a brush means you can touch up any
of these grooves.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Get Advice on home made Cheese and Home Defense!. Survival tips of
all sorts for 2010 and now. The article on cheese making was a great starter recipe and plan.
Advice on all sorts of items from Jackie Clay are always helpful. This issue has directions on
assembling a rope bed; strategies on keeping warm and comfy in the cold winter months. These
BHMs are a treasure trove of backwoods wisdom and common sense!”

D. J. Salls, “what's not to like free book with lots of stuff. This book gives me many ideas etc and
has changed many ideas i had. Backwoods magazine is one of my favorites and getting it free is
that much better. I like the articles and get new ideas and change how I do some things. I like
this version not only because it is free; the print size is adjustable to see it better right on my
computer as my eyesight isn't what it was 50 years ago.”

Simple Homesteading, “Buy it!. I've subscribed to this magazine for 3 years now. It is one of the
most practical magazines I have ever read. Whether your a "prepper", into self sustenance or
just want to garden and live a bit more independently, this magazine is worth your time and
money.”

Chakwaina, “Wonderful. All Backwoods Home publications are worth their weight in gold. Never
pass one up. If you garden, homestead, can, build your own, or anything else to do with living
simply off the land--you need all these you can find!”

genecharris, “Great. Full of useful and timely information. Excellent for preppers and those
homesteading. Would seriously recommend it to everyone. Things your parents should have
taught you, but didn't (or we've forgotten over the years).”

Smart Buyer, “Great Read. This edition gives great insight into the problems facing America not
only in 2010 but still today. The info helps you take a step back and reassess what you need to
be doing for yourself to overcome economic issues.”

BusyBeeC, “Love Backwoods Home Magazine!. I have read Backwoods Home Magazine for
years now. I really enjoy the articles and have learned quite a bit from the authors. Great
magazine with wonderful down to earth solutions and advice.”

J. Gipson, “Apertinently information.. As usual the Backwoods Home Magazine delivers
interesting and always very useful features and articles. I keep every one I buy because it is
information that will always be pertinent.”

The book by Owen Jones has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 21 people have provided feedback.
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